
CHALLENGE

The American Bible Society struggled with their complex server and accounting system. The 
ABS staff had difficulty getting access to meaningful data about their system and finances—
resulting in lag time for monthly reports. It was also difficult for employees to combine data 
across donor and financial systems to create meaningful analysis. This slowed the deci-
sion-making process and restricted the ability to properly measure performance. In addition, 
the system supported only the company’s business transactions and not necessarily their 
business intelligence information or strategic needs. 

SOLUTION

ABS selected AKA Enterprise Solutions to implement Microsoft Dynamics applications— 
providing easier access to information while empowering users. ABS already had Microsoft  
Office on their desktop which supported a tight integration to Microsoft Dynamics and  
offered a substantial cost savings,  enhancing reporting and ease of use. 

American Bible Society Saved $500,000 Annually With an Integrated  
Microsoft Dynamics Solution
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ABOUT

The American Bible Society (ABS)  
is an interconfessional,  
non-denominational, nonprofit  
organization that publishes,  
distributes, and translates the  
Bible and provides study aids  
and other tools to help people  
engage with the Bible.



RESULTS

System Standardization – Utilizing a single database enabled them to interact with and 
present their data in a way which would keep pace with a changing and dynamic ministry 
environment. Now ABS has a single interaction point for customer information which can 
be harvested and shared with other applications. By flattening their environment,  ABS has 
made their infrastructure easier to secure, reducing the number of moving parts and security 
accounts in their environment.

Significant Cost Savings – They were able to cut licensing fees in half and an estimated 
$190,000 from annual hardware and software lease costs. The organization saved  
approximately $500,000 annually in support, maintenance costs, and re-deployment of  
staff to perform other functions. 

Ease of Use – The staff was comfortable and familiar with Microsoft Office. Since Microsoft  
Dynamics is so tightly integrated with existing Microsoft products the learning curve was  
estimated to be substantially less with Microsoft than with their old system. Specifically—
when they moved to their old system, it took nearly a year and a half to stabilize, while it  
took only a couple of months to be fully functional on the new Microsoft Dynamics system.  
In addition, they were able to cut their physical inventory reconciliation time by 80%. 

Reporting – Utilizing Microsoft Dynamics, they are able to create data repositories that can 
be easily used with Microsoft Excel, Word or Access. 

Integration – The Microsoft Dynamics system has all the hooks to enable tight integration 
with Microsoft Commerce Server, which powers Bibles.com. Since the new system is easily 
managed by existing resources, the staff required to support the old system can now be 
re-deployed to other areas of the company where they can be more productive. 

Technology – Microsoft’s open database allows them to leverage existing Microsoft  
technology such as drill downs, roll ups and combination of data from other systems,  
accomplishing all of it with basic and generic skill sets and dramatically reducing the staff  
requirement to produce reports. Microsoft encourages third-party solution providers to  
develop on their standard platform. Thus, a tremendous variety of providers exist to  
supplement Microsoft applications. This provides ABS many more possibilities for growth, 
increased productivity and return from existing technology investments. 

By implementing Microsoft Dynamics, American Bible Society has reduced their total cost of 
ownership, lowered future risk, provided better access to data and information and enhanced 
the staff’s ability to maximize their productivity.

ABOUT AKA ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

AKA specializes in making it easier to do business, simplifying processes and reducing 
risks. With agility, expertise, and original industry solutions, we embrace projects other 
technology firms avoid—regardless of their complexity. As a true strategic partner,  
we help organizations slay the dragons that are keeping them  
from innovating their way to greatness.

www.akaes.com | 212.502.3900

An integrated, easy-to-use 
Microsoft Dynamics solution 

allowed American Bible  
Society to reduce their  

total cost of ownership,  
empower users, and  

increase productivity.


